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Abstract. Traditional CRM models often ignore the correlation that could exist
among the purchasing behavior of surrounding prospects. Hence, a generalized linear
autologistic regression model can be used to capture this interdependence and
improve the predictive performance of the model. In particular, customer acquisition
models can benefit from this. These models often suffer from a lack of data quality
due to the limited amount of information available about potential new customers.
Based on a customer acquisition model of a Japanese automobile brand, this study
shows that the extra value resulting from incorporating neighborhood effects can vary
significantly depending on the granularity level on which the neighborhoods are
composed. A model based on a granularity level that is too coarse or too fine will
incorporate too much or too little interdependence resulting in a less than optimal
predictive improvement. Since neighborhood effects can have several sources (i.e.
social influence, homophily and exogeneous shocks), this study suggests that the
autocorrelation can be divided into several parts, each optimally measured at a
different level of granularity. Therefore, a model is introduced that simultaneously
incorporates multiple levels of granularity resulting in even more accurate predictions.
Further, the effect of the sample size is examined. This showed that including spatial
interdependence using finer levels of granularity is only useful when enough data is
available to construct reliable spatial lag effects. As a result, extending a spatial
model with multiple granularity levels becomes increasingly valuable when the data
sample becomes larger.
Keywords: Customer Relationship Management (CRM); Predictive Analytics;
Customer Intelligence; Marketing; Data Augmentation; Autoregressive Model;
Automobile Industry

1 Introduction
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) has become an important
topic in the field of marketing [1]. The technological development, the
rise of the internet and declining costs for data warehousing and
information processing have encouraged companies to collect data

about their customers and prospects [2]. CRM uses data mining
techniques to convert this unstructured data into valuable information.
This has resulted in the development of useful information technology
tools to support marketing decision making and predict the effect of it
[3,4].
Besides the data mining technique, the success of a CRM model also
depends on the quality of the information used as input for the model
[5]. Traditional CRM models often ignore neighborhood information
and rely on the assumption of independent observations. This means
that customers’ purchasing behavior is totally unrelated to the behavior
of others. However, in reality, customer preferences do not only depend
on their own characteristics, but are often also related to the behavior of
other customers in their neighborhood. Using neighborhood
information to incorporate spatial autocorrelation in the model can
solve this shortcoming and significantly improve the predictive
performance of the model.
Several studies have already proven that spatial statistics can produce
interesting insights in marketing [6-12]. However, only a limited
number of studies use spatial information to improve the accuracy of a
predictive CRM model. In reference [13], customer interdependence
was estimated based on geographic and demographic proximity. The
study indicated that geographic reference groups are more important
than demographic reference groups in determining individual
automobile preferences. Reference [14] showed that taking zip-code
information into account can significantly improve a model used for the
attraction of new students by a private university. The focus of this
research will also be only on physical geographic interdependence, but
compared to previous literature, this study includes a high number of
independent socio-demographic and lifestyle variables that are typically
available at an external data vendor. This should prevent the predictive
improvement to be caused by the absence of other important variables
that can be easily obtained for customer acquisition models.
In this paper, neighborhood information is used to incorporate spatial
autocorrelation in a customer acquisition model for a Japanese car
brand. Reference [15] is the first paper that compared the value of
incorporating spatial information in CRM models across multiple
product categories. That study found that especially for publicly
consumed durable goods, such as automobile brands, incorporating
neighborhood effects can be very useful. Further, within CRM models,
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customer acquisition models suffer the most from a lack of data quality.
A company’s customer database is typically single source in nature.
The data collection is limited to the information a company retrieves
from its own customers. As a result, for customer acquisition
campaigns the company has to attract data from external data vendors.
Nevertheless, these data still only contains a limited number of sociodemographic and lifestyle variables [16]. Especially in such situation,
incorporating extra neighborhood information can improve the
identification of potential customers.
In addition, an extra complexity is introduced that has been mostly
ignored in previous literature. Customers can often be clustered in
neighborhoods at multiple levels (e.g. country, district, ward, etc.). In
order to incorporate these neighborhood effects efficiently, the level of
granularity should be carefully chosen. If the neighborhood is chosen
too large, the spatial interdependence will fade away because the
preferences of too many surrounding customers are taken into account
that do not have any influence in reality. On the other hand, choosing
neighborhoods that are too small can affect the reliability of the
measured influence and ignore the correlation with some customers that
still have an influence. This study will compare the relevance of taking
neighborhood effects into account at different levels of granularity.
In order to facilitate the decision making about the optimal granularity
level, a model is introduced that simultaneously incorporates multiple
levels. Such a model is developed based on the assumption that
multiple sources are responsible for the existence of autocorrelation
between customers’ purchasing behaviors and each of these sources
will have a different range in which interdependence exists. As a
result, this model is able to incorporate spatial autocorrelation from
several sources, each at their optimal granularity level.
Furthermore, this study will investigate how the size of the dataset can
influence the predictive performance of the spatial models. These
spatial models takes the the purchasing behavior of surrounding
customers into account to assist in purchasing behavior predictions of a
particular customer. At a finer level of granularity, customers are
divided into more neighborhoods in which spatial interdependence is
assumed. As a result, only closer neighbors, who are assumed to have a
higher influence, are used to assist in the predictions. On the other hand
though, this also results in fewer observations available to construct
these spatial influences, which can eventually affect the reliability of
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the spatial variables. Consequently, increasing the data sample should
improve the incorporation of spatial interdependence calculated on
finer granularity levels.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will
elaborate on several sources that are responsible for the existence of
spatial interdependence in CRM models. The methodology is described
in Section 3, consisting of the data description, the generalized linear
autologistic regression model and the evaluation criterion used in this
study. The results are reported in Section 4 and Section 5 provides a
discussion of these results in combination with a conclusion.

2 Origins of spatial interdependence
In this study neighborhood effects are defined as the existence of
correlating purchasing behavior among geographically closely located
customers. Based on previous literature, three concepts can be
distinguished that are responsible for the existence of this spatial
interdependence, namely social influence, homophily and exogenous
shocks. The focus of this study is not to disentangle the effect of these
three concepts, but to simultaneously take all these effects into account
in order to obtain more accurate CRM models.
In the following sections these concepts are described, illustrating that
the spatial autocorrelation caused by each effect may be optimally
measured at different granularity levels. Hence, the added value of
incorporating interdependence in a customer acquisition model can
differ significantly depending on the granularity level that is used to
compose the neighborhoods. Furthermore, a generalized linear
autologistic regression model that allows dividing the spatial
autocorrelation over multiple granularity levels can improve predictions
even more.
2.1

Social influence

The power of social influences in marketing has been known for some
time [17]. Customers do not live in an isolated environment where
decisions are made in a purely rational way. Instead, product
preferences and purchasing decisions are often influenced by positive
and negative recommendations of other individuals. Word of mouth
(WOM) can have an important impact on a customer’s decision
because this information is perceived as highly credible [18]. Due to its
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non-commercial nature this information is processed with less
skepticism than advertising or promotion. Although the emergence of
online word of mouth should not be ignored, the majority of word of
mouth conversations still take place in face-to-face interpersonal
settings. More specifically, Reference [19] and [20] show that still 76%
to 80% of the WOM conversations occur face-to-face, while only about
10% are online. Further, it can be assumed that people who live in the
same neighborhood will have more correlated purchasing behavior, as
living closer together provides more opportunities for interaction and
communication. This has also been supported by reference [12] in
which spatial proximity is used as proxy for WOM to investigate
contagion in new product adoption. As a result, geographic proximity
can still be considered as an important indication of social influence.
Although online product recommendations will also have an influence
on the purchasing behavior of the customers, already a large part of this
social influence can be taken into account by using geographical
information. In addition, spatial variables are ideal for data
augmentation applications since these can be easily collected for a large
number of customers.
Actually, customers do not even have to interact to affect each other.
Observing the purchasing decisions of others can be enough to
influence an individual’s purchasing decision [21]. In other words,
besides WOM, observational learning (OL) is a second important social
influence that can be responsible for spatial autocorrelation in a CRM
model. Neighboring customers buy similar products and brands not
only because they want to match the social standard of the
neighborhood, but also because they may be more confident about the
quality if they recognize that many people bought the product or brand.
Although WOM contains more information because it makes it possible
to clarify an opinion or recommendation, the information from OL
might be perceived as more credible because it reveals the real action of
other consumers [22].
2.2 Homophily

Besides social influences, another explanation of the existence of
interdependence between customers’ purchasing behavior is
homophily, also called endogenous group formation [23]. This concept
is often referred to with the proverbial expression “Birds of a feather
flock together” [24]. In other words, people with similar tastes and
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characteristics tend to group together. Two types of homophily can be
distinguished to explain the existence of sociospatial patterns, namely
social homophily and structural homophily [25]. Social homophily
means that people wish to live close to others with similar social
characteristics. On the other hand, structural homophily refers to the
fact that people with similar social characteristics may prefer similar
physical attributes of neighborhoods. Due to these two types of
homophily, residents with homogeneous characteristics will move to
similar neighborhoods resulting in spatial patterns of socio-economic
and demographic characteristics. This can explain spatially correlated
purchasing behavior that is not created by the direct influence of one’s
behavior on another.
2.3 Exogenous shocks

A last cause of the existence of interdependence between customers is
exogenous shocks. People of the same neighborhood may buy similar
products or brands neither because they are influenced by each other
nor because they have similar characteristics, but because they are
subject to the same exogenous shock that exists in the neighborhood,
such as promotional activities, the location of points of sales or even
typical characteristics of the environment in the neighborhood.

3 Methodology
3.1

Data Description

Data is collected from one of the largest external data vendors in Belgium. This
external data vendor possesses data about socio-demographics and lifestyle variables
from more than 3 million respondents in Belgium. Furthermore, it provides
information about automobile ownership in December 2007 of a Japanese automobile
brand.

Table 1 gives an overview of all variables used throughout this study.
The purpose of the proposed model is identifying respondents with a
similar profile as current owners of the Japanese automobile brand,
who can then be targeted using a marketing acquisition campaign.
Hence, this customer identification model uses a binary variable as
dependent variable, indicating whether the subject possesses the the
Japanese car brand or not. A customer acquisition model often cannot
rely on transactional information because company’s customer
databases are typically single source in nature and do not contain
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information about non-customers [16]. Consequently, only a high
number of socio-demographic and lifestyle predictors can be attracted
from an external data vendor. The socio demographic variables contain
variables that are traditionally included in a customer acquisition
model. All categorical variables are split into n-1 dummies before they
were included into the model. The lifestyle variables are variables
created by the external data vendor indicating the interest of the
respondent in a certain product category. These ratio summary
variables were created based on multiple underlying questions and
range from 0, if the respondent has totally no interest in the product
category, to 1, if the respondent’s interest is very high. Taking also
these life style variables into account should prevent that the extra
value resulting from incorporating neighborhood effects is caused by
the absence of other important predictors that easily could be obtained
from an external data vendor.
Table 1. Model Variables.

Variable name
Dependent variable:
Ownership

Description

A binary variable indicating whether the subject possesses a
particular Japanese automobile brand

Independent variables:
Socio-demographic
variables:
Age
Gender
Income
Language
Head_of_family
Pers_fam
Kid
Director
Nb_household

The subject age divided over 14 age groups
The gender of the subject
The income of the subject divided over 5 classes
The language of the subject
Whether the subject is head of the household
The number persons in the household of the subject
The number of kids in the household of the subject divided over 4
age groups
The subject is a self_employed earner, a director, a manager at a
puplic limited company or a manager at a private limited company
The number of households in the building of the subject
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Lifestyle variables:
26 variables ranging from 0 to 1 indicating the interest of a subject into particular product
categories: Active sports, Cars, Cell phone, Cleaning products, Clothes, Consumer credits,
Culture, Decoration, Extra insurance, Food and drinks, Grocery shopping, Holidays, Internet,
Magazines, Multimedia, Multimedia equipment, Newspapers, Non-profit, No-risk investments,
Omnium insurance, Risk investments, Passive sports, Pay-TV, Personal hygiene, Telephoning,
Wellness

Besides this data, also information about the geographical location of
the respondents is needed. For this, spatial variables are used provided
by the external data vendor company that divides customers into
mutually exclusive neighborhoods (e.g. zip-codes). Such variables are
easily attractable and as a result frequently used for spatial analysis in
marketing [6,9,14]. These neighborhood indications are often
constructed on multiple levels of granularity (e.g. country, district,
ward, etc.). Hence, the level on which the respondents are grouped can
have an influence on the predicted performance of the model.
Therefore, this study will investigated a wide variety of granularity
levels offered by the external data vendor. Table 2 presents the seven
granularity levels examined in this study in combination with
information about the number of neighborhoods at that level, the
average number of respondents and the average number of owners in
each neighborhood. Comparing the number of owners to the total
number of observations indicates that the percentage of owners is
relatively small (i.e. 0.88 %).This results from the facts that, firstly, not
every respondent owns a car and, secondly, there exists a lot of
competition in the automobile market resulting in a wide range of
automobile brands to choose from.
Table 2. Overview of the granularity levels.
Granularity
level
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
level 5
level 6
level 7

Number of
neighborhoods
9
43
589
3092
6738
19272
156089

Average number
of respondents
349281.78
73105.49
5337.07
1016.67
466.54
163.11
20.14

Average number
of owners
3073.00
643.19
46.96
8.94
4.10
1.44
0.18
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Analysis based on a finer level of granularity will divide the
respondents over more neighborhoods resulting in a smaller number of
interdependent neighbors. At the finest level, an average of about 20
respondents is present in each neighborhood, which corresponds with
an average of only 0.18 owners per neighborhood. This study will
investigate which granularity level is optimal to incorporate customer
interdependence using a generalized linear autologistic regression
model, but also how the sample size can influence the power of these
spatial variables.
3.2 Generalized Linear Autologistic Regression Model

A typical data mining technique used in CRM to solve a binary
classification problem is a logistic regression model. This model is very
popular in CRM because of its interpretability. Unlike other, more
complex predictive techniques (e.g. neural networks), logistic
regression is able to provide information about the size and direction of
the effects of the independent variables [26,27].
A key assumption of this traditional model is that the behavior of one
individual is independent of the behavior of another individual.
Though, in reality, a customers’ behavior is not only dependent of its
own characteristics but is also influenced by the preferences of others.
In traditional data mining techniques this interdependence is treated as
nuisance in the error term. However, an autologistic regression model
can be used to consider spatial autocorrelation explicitly in a predictive
model for a binary variable. Originally, this model has been used in
biological sciences [28-30], but recently it is also introduced in the field
of marketing [10]. The generalized linear autologistic regression model
in this study is a modified version of the general autologistic model
introduced by Besang [31, 32]:
= 1|

ℎ

Where

=

)=

+

1+

+

)

.

)

.

(1)

In this equation a logit link function is used to adopt the regression
equation to a binomial outcome variable. Whereby Y is an n x 1 vector
of the dependent variable; X is an n x k matrix containing the
explanatory variables; the intercept is represented by β and β is a k x
1 vector of regression coefficients to be estimated.
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This model includes also a spatial lag effect by means of the
autoregressive coefficient ρ to be estimated for the spatially lagged
dependent variables WY. These spatially lagged dependent variables
are constructed based on a spatial weight matrix W.
The weight matrix is an important element in a generalized linear
autologistic regression model and can be constructed in several ways.
One way of creating the spatial weight matrix is based on the
continuous distance between customers. Reference [13] for example
assumed that geographical influence is an inverse function of
geographical distance by using the following formula:
!"

1
.
[$ %, ')]

=

(2)

In which d(i,j) represents the Euclidian distance calculated based on the
latitude and longitude coordinates of the customers.
Within the field of marketing though, often a discrete spatial variable is
used that divides customers into mutual exclusive neighborhoods (e.g.
zip-codes) [6,9,14]. For such kind of variables the use of a contiguity
matrix is more appropriate. Such matrix is constructed based on the
relative positions of one customer to another. Since this study is
focused on comparing discrete neighborhood variables, also a
contiguity matrix will be used. This weight matrix is constructed based
on an n x n matrix containing the elements !" indicating the
interdependence between observation i (row) and j (column). Similar as
in reference [13], !" will be set to one in a non-standardized weight
matrix for customers living in the same neighborhood. By convention,
self-influence is excluded such that diagonal elements !" equal zero.
Next, this weight matrix is row-standardized using the following
formula:
)
!"

=

*+,

∑, *+,

.

(3)

Hence, at a coarse granularity level the amount of neighborhoods is
small resulting in a high number of interdependent relationships
included in the weight matrix. Consequently, the importance of the
interdependent relationships of the customers that have an influence in
reality could fades away because too much interdependence is
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assumed. As the granularity level becomes finer, the number of nonzero elements in the weight matrix will drop. However, if the level of
granularity is too fine, the number of interdependent relationships could
do be too small, affecting the reliability of the model. Therefore, this
study will also investigate how the sample size of the dataset could
influence the optimal granularity level.
Since the correlation existing between customers’ purchasing behavior
can have several origins (e.g. word of mouth and homophily), it is
possible that this neighborhood effect can be divided into several sub
effects, each optimally estimated on a different granularity level.
Hence, this paper will apply a model that incorporates spatial
autocorrelation at multiple levels of granularity using the following
formula:

= 1|
ℎ

ℎ
=

)=
+

)

1+

+ .

/

/

/

)

.

(4)

.

In this model a separate autoregressive coefficient is estimated for each
weight matrix constructed based on a different granularity level g. This
should allow the model to incorporate each variety of spatial
autocorrelation using its optimal measurement level, resulting in a more
accurate predictive model.
Because this study is based on a high number of observations and
variables, all model parameters are obtained using a maximum
pseudolikelihood (MPL) estimation. Although more advanced
techniques, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [33] methods
have been discussed in the literature, these techniques are not
implemented because they are computationally infeasible for this large
database. Furthermore, Reference [34] suggests that MPL estimates
should be adequate when the spatial autoregressive coefficient is
relatively small. In proportion to biological sciences, this is mostly the
case in the field of marketing.
The model also includes a backward selection at a significance level of
0.0001 to eliminate redundant variables that do not add extra predictive
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value. This should improve the comprehensibility of the model and
decrease computational time and cost for scoring respondents [35].
3.3 Evaluation Criterion

In order to evaluate the predictive performance of the model, the
database, containing more than 3 million observations, is randomly
split into two parts. A training sample, consisting out of 70% of the
observations, is used to estimate the model. Afterwards, this model is
validated on the remaining 30% of observations. Several evaluation
criteria, such as lift or PCC (percent correctly classified), suffer from
the limitation that a cutoff value needs to be chosen to discriminate
predicted events from non-events. The area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) solves this limitation by taking all possible
thresholds into account [36]. The receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve is a two-dimensional graphical representation of
sensitivity (i.e. the number of true positives versus the total number of
events) and one minus specificity (i.e. the number of true negatives
versus the total number of non-events) for all possible cutoff values
used. The area under this curve can range from a lower limit of 0.5 to
an upper limit of 1. The closer this value is to one, the better the general
accuracy of the model.

4 Results
In this chapter an overview of the results will be presented. In the first section a
traditional logistic regression is compared with seven “single level” autologistic
models that include spatial interdependence, each calculated based on a different level
of granularity. Next, in the second section the best performing “single level”
autologistic model is compared with a model that incorporates all levels of granularity
simultaneously. In the last section, the effect of the sample size is examined on the
predictive performance of the spatial models.
4.1 “Single level” autologistic model

In Fig.1, the traditional customer identification model and all “single
level” spatial models are compared. This figure presents for each model
the predictive performance on the validation sample in terms of AUC
and the autoregressive coefficients estimated by the spatial models.
These spatial autoregressive coefficients are positive and significantly
different from zero in all autologistic regression models. This suggests
the existence of interdependence at all levels of granularity. In other
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words, the average correlation between automobile preferences of
respondents in the same neighborhood is higher than the average
correlation between automobile preferences of respondents located in
different neighborhoods. Comparing the AUC indicators of the spatial
models with the benchmark traditional logistic regression model using
the non-parametric test of Delong et al. [37], demonstrates that
incorporating these neighborhood effects significantly improves the
accuracy of the acquisition model.
0.67

0.17
0.15

0.66

0.13
0.11 Rho

AUC
0.65

0.09
0.07

0.64

0.05
Trad.
Model

level 1

level 2

level 3

level 4

level 5

level 6

level 7

AUC 0.6423 0.6530 0.6551 0.6696 0.6668

0.6644 0.6594 0.6533

Rho

0.1119 0.0973 0.0658

0.1132 0.1212 0.1610 0.1201

Granularity level
Fig. 1. Overview of the AUCs and the spatial autoregressive coefficients.

However, the proportion of this predictive improvement heavily
depends on the chosen granularity level. The optimal predictive
performance in this study is achieved at granularity level 3. If the
neighborhood level is too coarse, correlation is assumed between too
many customers that do not influence each other in reality. On the other
hand, a model based on a granularity level that is too fine could ignore
interdependent relationships that exist in reality and affect the
reliability of the model because the number of customers in each
neighborhood is too small. A similar evolution can be found in the
spatial autoregressive coefficient (rho), which represents the existence
of spatial interdependence in the model.
Comparing the predictive performance of a customer acquisition model
that incorporates neighborhood effects at the optimal granularity level
with the benchmark traditional logistic regression model illustrates that
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taking spatial correlation into account heavily increases the AUC by
2.73%. Although the differences between AUC can seem quite small,
Reference [14] has illustrated that since such models are typically
applied on a large number of prospects, even small differences in AUC
can lead to large differences in terms of profitability. In other words,
this improvement in predictive performance is not only statistically
significant, but also economically relevant and should help marketing
decision makers to improve their customer acquisition strategies.
4.2 “All levels” autologistic model

In Table 3, a comparison is made between the benchmark logistic
regression model, the best performing spatial model at granularity level
3 and a model that simultaneously includes all granularity levels. This
table gives an overview of all standardized parameter estimates of the
socio-demographic and lifestyle variables that significantly influence
automobile purchasing behavior at a 0.0001 significance level; the
significant spatial autoregressive coefficients and the predictive
performance of each model in terms of AUC.
Table 3. Overview of the parameter estimates of the benchmark model, the spatial model at
granularity level 3 and the spatial model including all granularity levels

Variable

Stand. est.
benchmark
model

Stand. est.
spatial model
(level 3)

Stand. est.
spatial model
(all levels)

-0.0548
-0.0241
-0.0292
-0.0359

-0.0592
-0.0264
-0.0268
-0.0356

0.0207
0.0165
0.0194

-0.0586
-0.0256
-0.0260
-0.0345
0.0164
0.0235
0.0202
0.0230

Socio-demographic variables:
Age group 18-21
Age group 22-25
Age group 31-35
Age group 36-40
Age group 61-65
Age group 66-70
Age group 71-75
Age group 76-80
Is no director, self-employed earner or
manager
Manager at a private limited company
Number of persons in the household
Head of the household
Number of children younger than 5

0.0451

0.0437

0.0435

-0.0276
-0.0669
-0.0614
-0.0222

-0.0288
-0.0628
-0.0547
-0.0232

-0.0293
-0.0662
-0.0553
-0.0228

Lifestyle variables:
Cars
Grocery shopping
Magazines
Clothes

0.1265
0.1019
0.0568
-0.0541

0.1276
0.1003
0.0542
-0.0633

0.1262
0.1008
0.0531
-0.0590

0.0205
0.0175
0.0205
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Omnium insurance
Personal hygiene
Passive sports
Active sports
No risk investments
Food and drinks
Cell phones
Wellness
Consumer credit
Newspapers
Culture
Telephoning
Pay TV
Non-profit organizations

-0.0439
0.0407
0.0375
-0.0372
0.0369
-0.0356
0.0299
-0.0292
0.0276
-0.0253
-0.0240
-0.0237
0.0188

Spatial autoregressive coefficients (ρ):
level 1
level 3
level 4
level 5
level 7
AUC:

-0.0374
0.0467
0.0354
-0.0341
0.0393
-0.0367
0.0329
-0.0288
0.0282
-0.0277
-0.0262

-0.0355
0.0441
0.0380
-0.0359
0.0397
-0.0364
0.0329
-0.0321
0.0283
-0.0273
-0.0263

0.0201

0.0224

0.1610

0.6423

0.6696

0.0412
0.0935
0.0337
0.0299
0.0485
0.6783

Among the socio-demographic variables, age is a significant predictor.
Older people are more likely to drive the Japanese automobile brand
than younger people. Among the lifestyle variables, it is obvious that
people who are more interested in cars are more likely to purchase the
Japanese automobile brand. The parameter estimates of the three
models do not differ a lot in size and direction. Except for one age
group, i.e. age group 61-65, all the same socio demographic variables
are significant. Considering the lifestyle variables, telephoning and pay
TV turn out to be only significant in the benchmark model, whereas
interest in non-profit organizations is only significant in the two spatial
models.
More remarkable is that the spatial autoregressive coefficient already
has the strongest influence of all parameters in the spatial model at
granularity level 3. This again, points to the importance of
incorporating spatial correlation in customer acquisition models at the
correct level of granularity.
Comparing the spatial model that includes all granularity levels with
the spatial model at the optimal level proves the value of
simultaneously including all granularity levels. Whereas in the first
model all neighborhood effects needs be captured in one spatial
autoregressive coefficient, the second model makes it possible to
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estimate spatial correlation at several granularity levels. As a result, the
spatial autoregressive coefficients are significant on five different
neighborhood levels. Interdependence between customers’ purchasing
behavior is still best measured at level 3, but the model is also able to
capture neighborhood effects on a coarser level 1 and several finer
granularity levels (i.e. level 4, 5 and 7). The spatial autoregressive
coefficients at level 2 and level 6 are not significant at a 0.0001
significance level. The spatial interdependences measured by these two
spatial lag effects are already covered by other spatial variables.
Such a model is able to improve the AUC with an extra 0.87%
compared to the best spatial model based on a single weight matrix
which means a total improvement of 3.60% compared to a traditional
CRM model. These results suggest that if the company has the
resources to acquire multiple measurement levels of neighborhoods, it
is advisable to simultaneously include them in a spatial CRM model in
order to obtain even more accurate predictions.
4.3 Sample size effect

In an autologistic model, spatial interdependence is incorporated based
on a spatial lag effect that represents the purchasing behavior of
neighboring customers. However, at finer granularity levels the number
of observations within such matrix can become too small, affecting the
reliability of the spatial influence. As a result, the sample size of the
dataset can have an influence on the effect of these spatial parameters.
In order to investigate this, smaller samples of the original dataset are
generated. Table 4 gives an overview of the different sample sizes
examined. Each sample is generated by randomly selecting a number of
observations from the original dataset. In this way, 10 datasets are
created for each sample size. Except for sample size “100%”, for which
only the original dataset is used.
Table 4. Overview of sample sizes

Sample size
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%

Average number
of observations
62871
125742
188613
251483
314354

Average number
of events
563.30
1094.90
1671.90
2211.00
2754.10
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20%
40%
60%
80%
100%

628708
1257415
1886122
2514829
3143536

5550.50
11075.00
16612.60
22102.70
27657.00

Similar as done for the original dataset, each of the 90 newly created
samples are split into a training (70%) and a validation sample (30%).
On each of these training samples, a traditional model, 7 “single level”
and an “all levels” autologistic model are estimated. Next, based on the
validation sample, the predictive performances of these models are
calculated in terms of AUC. The average predictive performance per
sample size is presented in Fig. 2. First of all, this figure clearly
illustrates the value of large datasets. In general, this figure indicates
for all models that the larger the sample size is, the higher the
predictive performance on the validation sample. However, this effect
is even larger for the spatial models than for a traditional logistic
regression model. This illustrates again the importance of collecting
enough data to construct reliable spatial lag effects. Secondly, the
larger the sample size, the more granularity level 3 emerges as optimal
granularity level. When the sample size becomes smaller, the difference
in predictive performance with spatial models based on coarser
granularity levels becomes smaller. For sample size “2%” and “4%”,
the spatial models on granularity level 1 even outperform the level 3
models. In other words, the optimal granularity level tends to move to
a coarser level as a result of the smaller sample size.
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0.68
0.67
0.66
0.65
0.64
Avg.
0.63
AUC
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.59
0.58

2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
20%
40%
60%
80%
Trad. level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level 5 level 6 level 7
Model

100%

Granularity level
Fig. 2. Overview of the average AUCs at different sample sizes.

Fig. 3 explains this tendency by plotting the average spatial
autoregressive coefficient of the “single level” autologisic models at
several sample sizes. This figure shows that the sample size has an
important effect on the spatial autoregressive coefficient (rho). In
general, the spatial predictors become more important when the sample
size increases. However, for the spatial autoregressive coefficient
calculated on a coarse level of granularity, already a small data sample
is sufficient to obtain a strong effect on the dependent variable. More
specifically, for level 1 and level 2, the spatial autoregressive
coefficient remains relative constant starting from sample size “6%”.
From this point, the spatial lag effects are constructed based on enough
neighbors to be totally reliable. Similarly, the spatial autoregressive
coefficient at level 3 flats out starting from sample size “60%”. At this
granularity level, more neighborhoods are used to incorporate spatial
interdependence. As a result, more observations are needed to construct
reliable spatial lag effects. The spatial variables constructed on even
finer levels of granularity show a very small influence in the models
based on small sample sizes, but once more data is available to
construct better spatial lag effects, the impact of these spatial variables
is clearly improving.
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0.18
0.16
0.14

level 1

0.12

level 2

Avg. 0.10
rho 0.08

level 3
level 4

0.06
level 5
0.04
level 6

0.02

level 7

0.00
2%

4%

6%

8%

10% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Sample size
Fig. 3. Overview of the average spatial autoregressive coefficients (rho) of the “single level”
autologistic models at different sample sizes.
Table 5. Comparison of the Average AUC between “single level” and “all levels” autologistic
model at different sample sizes

Sample size
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%

Avg. AUC best “single
level”
autologistic model
0.6065*
0.6286*
0.6301**
0.6364**
0.6458**
0.6459**
0.6594**
0.6636**
0.6660**
0.6696**

Avg. AUC “all
levels”
autologistic model
0.6027
0.6294
0.6357
0.6406
0.6508
0.6506
0.6644
0.6696
0.6730
0.6783

AUC
difference
-0.0038
0.0008
0.0056
0.0042
0.0050
0.0047
0.0050
0.0060
0.0070
0.0087

* Based on level 1 model
** Based on level 3 model

Finally, the effect of the sample size is also examined for an
autologistic model that simultaneously incorporates all levels of
granularity. Table 5 makes a comparison of the predictive performance
between such model and the best performing “single level” autologistic
model at multiple sample sizes. Again the predictive performance is
expressed in terms of the average AUC over 10 randomly created
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datasets for each sample size. For sample size “100%”, only the
original dataset is used. For sample size “2%” and “4%”, the level 1
model emerges as best performing “single level” model. Starting from
sample size “6%” the data sample is large enough for the level 3 model
to become superior. In the last column of Table 5 the difference
between both a “single level” and “all levels” model is demonstrated.
This clearly shows that the larger the data sample, the more one can
benefit from the advantages of the extended autologistic model. At
small sample sizes an “all levels” model is not able to outperform a
“single level” model. At the smallest sample size these models perform
even worse than a “single level” model. This is because on the training
sample spatial variables created at finer granularity levels can become
significant, but these variables have more the tendency to disturb
predictions on the validation sample because they are not reliable
enough. Once the data sample become larger, the predictive
improvement, as a result of including multiple levels of granularity
simultaneously, increases gradually.
0.12
0.10
level 1

0.08
level 2

Avg.
0.06
rho

level 3
level 4

0.04
level 5

0.02

level 6
level 7

0.00
2%

4%

6%

8% 10% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Sample size

Fig. 4. Overview of the average spatial autoregressive coefficients (rho)
of the “all levels” autologistic models at different sample sizes.
Fig 4. Explains this evolution by graphically representing the average
spatial autoregressive coefficients of these extended autologistic
models. This figure show a similar trend as observed in the “single
level” models. The autoregressive coefficients at a coarser level
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become quickly powerful at small sample sizes. When more data
becomes available also the spatial variables calculated on a finer
granularity level are gaining importance. By this, the model is better
able to distinguish several origins of spatial interdependence using
multiple spatial weight matrixes, resulting in an increasing
improvement of predictive performance. Actually, this graph shows
that once enough data is available to construct more reliable spatial lag
effects at a finer granularity level, some of the spatial interdependence
that is firstly explained by the level 1 spatial variable can be better
explained on a finer level of granularity. In contrast to Fig. 3, some
spatial autoregressive coefficients remain low in the “all levels”
autologistic model because the spatial interdependences measured by
these spatial variables are already covered by other spatial variables.

5 Discussion and conclusion
Traditional customer acquisition models often ignore the spatial
correlation that could exist between the purchasing behaviors of
neighboring customers and treats this as nuisance in the error term.
Based on data of a Japanese automobile brand, this study shows that,
even in a model that already includes a high number of sociodemographic and lifestyle variables typically attracted for customer
acquisition, extra predictive value can still be obtained by taking spatial
interdependence into account using a generalized linear autologistic
regression model.
Further, this study indicates that the marketing decision maker should
carefully choose the granularity level on which the neighborhoods are
composed because this can have an important impact on the model’s
accuracy. In this research, the best predictive performance was obtained
at granularity level 3. Estimations based on a coarser granularity levels
include too much interdependence that does not exist in reality,
affecting the validity of the model. Though, if the level of granularity
becomes too fine, the number of observations and events in each
neighborhood declines, which can affect the reliability of the model.
Further, correlation could be ignored with customers that still have an
influence in reality.
This study also points out that the existence of neighborhood effects
can have multiple origins, such as social influences, homophily, and
exogenous shocks. As a result, the underlying interdependence can be
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divided into multiple parts, each optimally measured on a different
level of granularity. This paper proves that a model that simultaneously
includes multiple granularity levels is able to outperform the best
generalized linear autologistic regression model based on a single
weight matrix. Hence, if the marketing decision maker has sufficient
recourses it is advisable to obtain data which divides customers into
neighborhoods at multiple granularity levels. This simplifies the
decision to select optimal neighborhood level because this model is
able to simultaneously incorporate all levels and automatically divide
the existing interdependence, this causes each underling effect to be
estimated based on its optimal granularity level.
In a sensitivity analysis, this study demonstrates how the sample size
can influence the effect of the spatial variables. Spatial influences are
included based on a spatial lag effect that incorporates the purchase
behavior of surrounding customers living in the same neighborhood.
Hence, this study shows that using a finer level of granularity is only
valuable when enough data is available. If not, the spatial lag effect will
be calculated based on too few observations, which affects the
reliability of this variable. Consequently, when the data sample
becomes smaller, the optimal level of granularity tends to move
towards a coarser level. In addition, this also affects the use of a model
that simultaneously takes multiple granularity levels into account. In
order to take advantage of the fact that each origin of spatial
interdependence can be measured on its optimal level, reliable spatial
lag effects need to be constructed even on finer levels of granularity. As
a result, the difference in predictive improvement between such
extended model and a “single level” autologistic model increases
gradually when the data sample becomes larger.
Although this study provides interesting insights, there are still some
recommendations for future research. This study is executed on a
specific CRM model for a specific product. It examines the
incorporation of neighborhood effects in a customer identification
model that predicts automobile preferences for a Japanese automobile
brand. In order to generalize the conclusions in this study, future
research should verify these findings in different contexts. First of all,
this highly visible and luxury good is a perfect example on which social
influences and spatial interdependence can be suspected. Further
research could also investigate the effect of the chosen granularity level
in a context of less visible or luxury goods. Secondly, data
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augmentation is crucial in customer acquisition models because no
transactional information is typically available, but incorporating
spatial autocorrelation could also be valuable in other CRM disciplines,
such as customer development or churn models. Finally, this study
points out that the choice of neighborhood level can have an important
influence on the model’s accuracy. This study already examined the
influence of sample size on the optimal granularity level, but further
research could search for other elements that might have an influence
on this optimal level.
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